1.Introduction
The scene text extraction plays an important role in the image understanding because of its great semantic value. The filming location could be inferred from recognizing the scene text, such as road signs and signboards, which contributes to the video surveillance and the locationbased services. On the basis of numerous researches carried out in recent years, the problem of scene text detection is far from solved due to its complexity. The difficulty lies in several aspects, including the sophisticated of scene and the stochastic position of text. In addition, the scene text is varied in size, font style and color; furthermore, the rotation, perspective transform also makes the problem challenging due to various shooting angle.
In this paper, an effective algorithm for the scene text detection is proposed with its contributions listed as follows.
(1)Inspired by the excellent performance of CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) on ImageNet image recognition problem [1] , an effective Text/Background Classifier is proposed. Several optimized measures are imposed for the text detection problem.
(2)In order to decrease the time complexity of the algorithm, especially the computation of convolution classifier, a method for extracting character candidates is proposed based on MSER.
(3)An effective method for synthesizing labeled samples is presented so as to avoid overfitting for deep neural network with large number of parameters.
Related Work
Methods of the scene text detection can be generally divided into two categories, the connected components based method and the texture based method. The main idea of the connected components based method is to construct text regions by grouping valid connected components by means of analysis or classification. The greatest advantage of connected components based methods is to calculate the efficiency; and through region extraction, the time-consuming scale scanning procedure is avoided, for example, Neumann proposed a cascade classifier to determine if an External Regions (ERs) belongs to text [2] , and Chen employed the edge-enhanced maximally stable extremal regions for text detection [3] . Li used the width transform to determine valid text areas [4] . Recently, Shi used the graph model built upon maximally stable extremal regions to classify the text region [5] . As to the texture based method, a sliding window scans through the whole image, then each patch within the window is classified independently. Compared with connected components based method, the texture based method features superiority in terms of feature expression but at the expense of computational efficiency. There's a typical example, which applied Adaboost with several features including derivatives, histogram, etc. to classify whether a patch is a valid text region [6] . Coates achieved better result based on unsupervised feature learning [7] .
Text Candidates Extraction Based on MSER
MSER (Maximally Stable External Region) is a widely used region descriptor, which is designed on connected components under different thresholds and only keeps "stable" regions. The stable constrain, briefly means the area change is relatively small under adjacent thresholds. A MSER tree, as shown in the middle of Fig. 1 , will be generated after MSER extraction; however, the constraint of MSER is too weak for the text detection problem, a number of background regions are included in MSERs. In addition, one character may contain several MSERs under different thresholds, as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, the valid character region in MSER tree must be determined to construct the text candidate regions, and background regions should be removed as much as possible.
Figure1: Example of MSER Extraction.
Left: original image; middle: the extracted MSER tree; right: valid character region. In order to extract valid text regions, an extraction algorithm based on probability threshold is proposed. The probability is calculated by a linear classifier, which is defined as below, ( )
where W and b refer to the weight and bias of the classifier respectively; s is the activation function, and sigmoid function is used here; x is the feature vector extracted from connected component defined as below:
• Ratio between width and height of bounding box.
• Ratio between contours perimeter and contours area.
• Standard deviation of RGB value within the region (values are scaled to [0, 1] ).
• Standard deviation of stroke width [4] .
• Area ratio between contours and convex hull.
• Area ratio between inner contours and outer contours.
• The mean depth of convex defect. Fig. 2 shows the complete extraction algorithm. There are two cases. When no child belongs to the processing node T , the node will be added if its probability exceeds specific threshold t ; otherwise, all the children will be processed iteratively and combined with a set named V . If one of the probability in set V exceeds the probability of node T , the set V will be returned, or T will be returned if not. The threshold t is set up during the classifier training.
The proposed algorithm aims at solving the two problems arising from the beginning of this section. A set of feature is designed to strengthen the constraint of MSER, including the commonly connected components analysis and the text specific attributes, such as stroke width and color. Thanks to the selected features and probability threshold, the majority background areas are eliminated. In addition, valid character regions must be extracted from the tree structure because MSER is a hierarchical descriptor. As shown in Fig. 1 , the region "CA" and its children, "C" and "A", are classified as valid regions while the former is not a valid character. A selection criterion based on parent-children comparison is set up in order to decide which one is more likely to be valid character. The principle is simple. If the max of the children's probabilities exceeds the parent's, the parent is ignored and all children are chosen; otherwise, the parent is chosen and all children are ignored if not. Based on the selection principle, valid character regions are extracted from hierarchical MSER tree. 
Character Classifier Using Deep Convolutional Network
The feature extraction is the key to general image recognition tasks and it determines the performance of the algorithm that can be reached. Although some features, such as SIFT and HOG, show good results in several experiments, the generalization is not promised for artificial design features. More importantly, these features are designed manually heavily depending on experience. Deep convolutional network tries to learn the best classification features provided the training set, which outperforms artificial design features in several benchmarks [1] . , ( ) ) (
* is the convolution operator; W and b are filter template and bias respectively; s is nonlinear activation function, which maxout [8] with group of 2 is used here as shown in Fig. 4 . All filters are in size 9 9 , and number of filters in each layers are 32, 48 and 96 respectively as shown in Fig. 3 .
Compared with typical convolutional neural network [1] , several improvements have been made as to text detection problem. Firstly, the pooling layer is removed as to small patch size ( 25 25 ) so as to achieve calculation efficiency; secondly, the maxout is used for activation function instead of normal nonlinear function, like sigmoid and ReLU, since the maxout shows outstanding result in several benchmarks [8] ; moreover, the selection of max activation in maxout helps avoid over-fitting when the polling layer is eliminated. Training Set: in order to avoid over-fitting, the training set is constructed by synthesis samples because the labeled samples are rare. The generation produce is shown as follows. A character with random font style is aligned at the center, and random deformation is processed including rotation, translation and perspective transformation. Then an image patch sampled from background dataset is synthesized with the character image. To make the training sample more challenging, the background patches whose mean of grey level is bigger than 0.8, or standard deviation is lower than 0.2, are ignored. Fig. 5 shows part of synthesis samples. 
End-to-End Pipeline
As to the conventional object detection tasks, the sliding window method is usually used. Every image patch within the window is extracted and feeds to the classifier independently, then the classifier determines if the input belongs to the target object. The idea of sliding window method is simple; however, the calculation is not efficient enough, especially when the convolution neural network is adopted as the classifier because the typical serial computing model is not good at convolution operation. On the one hand, in order to locate the target precisely, each sliding window should have some overlap; on the other hand, the same detection procedure needs to be processed independently under various scales of original image so as to detect targets in different sizes. Both of the operations will complicate the calculation.
Two methods can be used to reduce computational complexity of detection procedure. Firstly, smaller patch size would be helpful, as described in Section 3. Secondly, reduce the amount of patches as far as possible; therefore, MSER extraction and connected component analysis are applied before precise detection by convolutional neutral network in order to eliminate most of background patches. In addition, on the basis of character candidate extraction, the scale of target would be determined; this it is not necessary to scan at different dimensions in post processing. Fig. 6 shows the processing flow of the proposed algorithm.
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Text / Background Classification MSER Extraction: extract all areas satisfied MSER constraint and ignore other regions for the next processing [9] .
Character Candidate Extraction: valid regions are extracted from MSER tree through probability threshold (Section 2). All candidate regions are then scaled to same size. The rescaling approach ensures that no scanning is needed for detecting the text areas of different dimensions.
Text/Background Classification: each candidate is classified if it belongs to text areas by the pertained convolutional neutral network (Section 3).
Text Line Smooth: run length smoothing algorithm is processed to cluster character regions into strings: adjacent regions are connected if the space between them is less than , where m and s refer to the mean and standard deviation for centers of character regions in one row accordingly. As some characters with simple shapes, like "i" and "l", are easily classified as noise in preceding processing, the smoothing approach helps join the misclassified characters into complete word.
Detection Result: extract connected components from the smoothing result.
Experiments
The training set for the linear classifier as described in Section 2 consist of 4,786 character patches extracted from ICDAR 2013 training set and 5,000 background patches extracted from VOC 2012 [10] [11] . The threshold t is set to 0.15 for high recall (98.1%) at the expense of low precision (73.0%), as shown in Fig. 7 .
The deep convolutional network is implemented based on Caffe [12] , a deep learning framework. 1,000 samples for each class, including digits, upper and lower case characters, 62,000 in total, are synthesized as described in Section 3. 65,000 negative patches are randomly selected from VOC 2012 and are scaled to the same size. Fig. 7 shows the precision/recall curves of deep convolutional network, 87.5%/91.3%/89.4% (precision/recall/F1-measure) as to the synthesis data, 75.1%/85.5%/80.0% as to ICDAR 2013 training set. Table 1 : Text Detection Precision (%), Recall (%) and F1-measure (%) for Different Algorithms.
As to the end-to-end processing, the same criterion as ICDAR 2013 is used, including precision, recall and F1-measure. As shown in Table 1 , the proposed algorithm is competitive with the winner of ICDAR 2013 competition [10] . As the experimental result (Fig. 8) shows, the proposed algorithm highlights sound adaptability for different kinds of scene text, even with rotation, deformation and distortion; however, the detecting text in low contrast with complex background is still challenging.
Conclusion
In this paper, an effective scene text detection algorithm is proposed based on MSER and deep convolutional network. An analysis method based on MSER is presented, drops out the majority background patches and extracts all valid character areas. All candidate text regions are then classified by efficient text/background classifier based on the convolutional neural network. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is competitive with the best existing schemes on widely used benchmark ICDAR 2013.
